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Abstract. In this paper we tackle the problem of clothing parsing: Our goal is to
segment and classify different garments a person is wearing. We frame the prob-
lem as the one of inference in a pose-aware Conditional Random Field (CRF)
which exploits appearance, figure/ground segmentation, shape and location pri-
ors for each garment as well as similarities between segments, and symmetries
between different human body parts. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our ap-
proach on the Fashionista dataset [1] and show that we can obtain a significant
improvement over the state-of-the-art.
1 Introduction
The impact of fashion and clothing is tremendous in our society. According to the
Forbes magazine [2], excluding auctions, US online retail sales are expected to reach
262 billion dollars this year, 13% higher than the total in 2012. The situation is similar in
Europe, with the expectation being that it will reach 128 billion euros. This is reflected
in the growing interest in recognizing clothing from images [3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10], as this
can enable a wide variety of applications such as trying on virtual garments in online
shopping. Being able to automatically parse clothing is also key in order to conduct
large-scale sociological studies related to family income or urban groups. For instance,
several researches have attempted to estimate sociological patterns from clothing in-
ferred from images, predicting for example occupation [11] or urban tribes [12].
In the context of fashion, Yamaguchi et al. [1], created Fashionista, a dataset of
images and clothing segmentation labels. Great performance was obtained when the
system was given information about which garment classes, but not their location, are
present for each test image. Unfortunately, the performance of the state-of-the-art meth-
ods [1,8] is rather poor when this kind of information is not provided at test time. This
has been very recently partially addressed in [13] by utilizing over 300,000 weakly la-
beled images, where the weak annotations are in the form of image-level tags. In this
paper, we show an approach which outperforms the state-of-the-art significantly with-
out requiring these additional annotations, by exploiting the specific domain of the task:
clothing a person. An example of our result can be seen in Fig. 1.
The complexity of the task of human semantic segmentation comes from the inher-
ent variability of pose and cloth appearances, the presence of self-occlusions as well as
the potentially large number of classes. Consider for example Fig. 2: an autonomous
system needs to distinguish between blazers and cardigans, stockings and tights, and
heels, wedges and shoes, where the intra-class variability is fundamentally much larger
than the inter-class variability. This fine-grained categorization is difficult to resolve
even for humans who are not familiar with the fashion industry. The problem is further
aggravated by the power law distribution of classes, as certain categories have very few
examples. Thus, extra-care has to be taken into account to not over-predict the classes
that are very likely to appear in each image, e.g., skin, hair.
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Fig. 1: Example of our result in a scenario where no a priori knowledge of which gar-
ments are worn is provided. We compare against state-of-the-art. Despite some mis-
takes, our result looks visually much more natural than the competing method.
In this paper we address some of these challenges and formulate the problem as
the one of inference in a Conditional Random Field (CRF), which takes into account
the complex dependencies between clothing and human pose. Specifically, we develop a
rich set of potentials which encode the person’s global appearance and shape to perform
figure/ground segmentation, shape and location likelihoods for each garment, which we
call clothelets, and long-range similarity between segments to encourage, for example,
T-Shirt pixels on the body to agree with the T-shirt pixels on the person’s arm. We
further exploit the fact the people are symmetric and dress as such as well by introducing
symmetry-based potentials between different limbs. We also use a variety of different
local features encoding cloth appearance as well as local shape of the person’s parts. We
demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach of the Fashionista dataset [1] and show
that our approach significantly outperforms the existing state-of-the-art.
2 Related Work
There has been a growing interest in recognizing outfits and clothing from still images.
One of the first approaches on the subject was Chen et al. [14], which manually built a
composite clothing model, that was then matched to input images. This has led to more
recent applications for learning semantic clothing attributes [5], which are in turn used
for describing and recognizing the identity of individuals [4,6], their style [3], and per-
forming sociological studies such as predicting the occupation [11] or urban tribes [12].
Other tasks like outfit recommendations [15] have also been investigated. However, in
general, these approaches do not perform accurate segmentation of clothing, which is
the goal of our approach. Instead, they rely on more coarse features such as bounding
boxes and focus on producing generic outputs based on the presence/absence of a spe-
cific type of outfit. It is likely that the performance of such systems would improve if
accurate clothing segmentation would be possible.
Recent advances in 2D pose estimation [16,17] have enabled a more advanced seg-
mentation of humans [18]. However, most approaches have focused on figure/ground
labeling [19,20]. Additionally, pose information has been used as a feature in clothing
related tasks such as finding similar worn outfits in the context of online shopping [9].
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Fig. 2: Examples of fine-grained annotations in Fashionista [1]. Many of the different
classes are very difficult to distinguish even for humans. Observe the subtle differences
between some classes such as footwear (heels, wedges, and shoes), blazer and cardigan,
or stockings and tights. We also point out that this dataset has been annotated via super-
pixels, and thus the ground truth contains errors when superpixels do not align with the
actual garments. We have not modified the ground truth segmentation in any way.
Segmentation and classification of garments has been addressed in the restrictive
case in which the labels are known beforehand [1]. The original paper tackled this
problem in the context of fashion photographs which depicted one person typically in
an upright pose. This scenario also been extended to the case where more than one indi-
vidual can be present in the image [8]. In order to perform the segmentation, conditional
random fields are used with potentials linking clothing and pose. However, the perfor-
mance of these approaches drops significantly when no information about the outfit is
known a priori (i.e., no tags are provided at test time). The paper doll approach [13] uses
over 300,000 weakly labeled training images and a small set of fully labeled examples
in order to enrich the model of [1] with a prior over image labels. As we will show
in the experimental evaluation, our method can handle this scenario without having to
resort to additional training images. Furthermore, it consistently outperforms [1,13].
CRFs have been very successful in semantic segmentation tasks. Most approaches
combine detection and segmentation by using detectors as additional image evidence [21,22].
Co-occurrence potentials have been employed to enforce consistency among region la-
bels [23]. Part-based detectors have also been aligned to image contours to aid in object
segmentation [24]. All these strategies have been applied to generic segmentation prob-
lems, where one is interested in segmenting classes such as car, sky or trees. Pixel-wise
labeling of clothing is, however, a much more concrete task, where strong domain spe-
cific information, such as 2D body pose, can be used to reduce ambiguities.
3 Clothing a Person
We pose the clothing parsing problem as one of inference in a Conditional Random
Field (CRF), which takes into account complex dependencies that exist between gar-
ments and human pose. We obtain pose by employing a 2D articulated model by Yang
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Table 1: Overview of the different types of potentials used in the proposed CRF model.
Type Name Description
unary Simple features (φsimplei,j (yi)) Assortment of simple features [1].
unary Object mask (φobji,j (yi)) Figure/ground segmentation ask.
unary Clothelets (φclothi,j (yi)) Pose-conditioned garment likelihood masks.
unary Ranking (φo2pi,j (yi)) Rich set of region ranking features.
unary Bias (φbiasj (yi) and φ
bias
p,j (lp)) Class biases.
pairwise Similarity (φsimilm,n (ym, yn)) Similarity between superpixels.
pairwise Compatibility (φcompi,p (yi, lp)) Edges between limb segments and superpixels.
Image Person Mask Limbs Image Person Mask Limbs
Fig. 3: Visualization of CPMC object segments [26] and limbs (obtained via [17]). Note
that CPMC typically generates high quality results, e.g. the one in the left image, but
can also completely miss large parts of the body as shown in the image on the right.
et al. [17] which predicts the main keypoints such as head, shoulders, knees, etc. As [1],
we will exploit these keypoints to bias the clothing labeling in a plausible way (e.g., a
hat is typically on the head and not the feet). To manage the complexity of the segmen-
tation problem we represent each input image with a small number of superpixels [25].
Our CRF contains a variable encoding the garment class (including background) for
each superpixel. We also add limb variables which encode the garment associated with
a limb in the human body and correspond to edges in the 2D articulated model. We use
the limb variables to propagate information while being computationally efficient.
Our CRF contains a rich set of potentials which exploit the domain of the task. We
use the person’s global appearance and shape to perform figure/ground segmentation
in order to narrow down the scope of cloth labeling. We further use shape and location
likelihoods for each garment, which we call clothelets. We exploit the fact that people
are symmetric and typically dress as such by forming long-range consistency potentials
between detected symmetric keypoints of the human pose. We finally also use a variety
of different features that encode appearance as well as local shape of superpixels.
3.1 Pose-aware Model
Given an input image represented with superpixels, our goal is to assign a clothing
label (or background) to each of them. More formally, let yi ∈ {1, · · · , C} be the class
associated with the i-th superpixel, and let lp be the p-th limb segment defined by the
edges in the articulated body model. Each limb lp is assumed to belong to one class,
lp ∈ {1, · · · , C}. To encode body symmetries in an efficient manner, we share limb
variables between the left and right part of the human body, e.g., the left and the right
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Fig. 4: Visualization of different clothelets for two different input images.
leg share the same limb variables. We propose several domain inspired potentials, the
overview of which is presented in Table 1. We emphasize that the weights associated
with each potential in our CRF will be learned using structure prediction. We now
explain each potential in more detail.
Simple Features: Following [1], we concatenate a diverse set of simple local fea-
tures and train a logistic regression classifier for each class. In particular, we use color
features, normalized histograms of RGB and CIE L*a*b* color; texture features, Gabor
filter responses; and location features: both normalized 2D image coordinates and pose-
relative coordinates. The output of the logistic functions are then used as unary features
in the CRF. This results in a unary potential with as many dimensions as classes:
φsimplei,j (yi) =
{
σsimplej (fi), if yi = j
0, otherwise
(1)
where σsimplej (fi) is the score of the classifier for class j, and fi is the concatenation of
all the features for superpixel i. Notice we have used C different unary potentials, one
for each class. By doing this, we allow the weights of a variety of potentials and classes
be jointly learned within the model.
Figure/Ground Segmentation: To facilitate clothing parsing we additionally com-
pute how likely each superpixel belongs to a person. We do this by computing a set
of bottom-up region proposals using the CPMC approach [26]. We take top K (we set
K = 100) regions per image and use O2P [27] to score each region into figure/ground
(person-vs-background). Since we know that there is a person in each image, we take
at least the top scoring segment per image, no matter its score. For images with multi-
ple high scoring segments, we take the union of all segments with scores higher than a
learned threshold [27]. We define a unary potential to encourage the superpixels that lie
inside the foreground mask to take any of the clothing labels (and not background):
φobji,j (yi) =
{
σcpmc · |¬Mfg ∩ Si|/|Si|, if yi = 1
σcpmc · |Mfg ∩ Si|/|Si|, otherwise (2)
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where yi = 1 encodes the background class, σcpmc is the score of the foreground
region, Si, Mfg are binary masks defining the superpixel and foreground, respectively,
and ¬Mfg is a mask of all pixels not in foreground. Fig. 3 shows examples of masks
obtained by [27]. Note that while in some cases it produces very accurate results, in
others, it performs poorly. These inaccurate masks are compensated by other potentials.
Clothelets: Our next potential exploits the statistical dependency between the location
on the human body and garment type. Its goal is to make use of the fact that e.g. jeans
typically cover the legs and not the head. We compute a likelihood of each garment
appearing in a particular relative location of the human pose. In particular, for each
training example we take a region around the location of each joint (and limb), the size
of which corresponds to the size of the joint part template encoded in [17]. We average
the GT segmentation masks for each class across the training examples. In order to
capture garment classes that stray away from the pose, we use boxes that are larger than
the part templates in [17]. At test time, the masks for each class are overlaid relative to
the inferred pose and normalized by the number of non-zero elements. Areas with no
information are assigned to the background class. The potential is then defined as
φclothi,j (yi) =
{
(clotheletji · Si)/|Si|, if yi = j
0, otherwise
(3)
where clotheletji is the clothelet for the j-th class, and · is the dot product. Fig. 4 depicts
clothelets for a few sample classes.
Shape Features: This potential uses a set of rich features that exploit both the shape
and local appearance of garments. In particular, we use eSIFT and eMSIFT proposed
by [27] for region description. Given a region, both descriptors extract SIFT inside the
region and enrich it with the relative location and scale within the region. Second-order
pooling is used to define the final region descriptor. eSIFT and eMSIFT differ slightly
in how the descriptors are pooled, eSIFT pools over both the region and background of
the region, while eMSIFT pools over the region alone. While [27] defines the features
over full object proposals, here we compute them over each superpixel. As such, they
capture more local shape of the part/limb and local appearance of the garment. We train
a logistic classifier for each type of feature and class and use the output as our potential:
φo2pi,j (yi) =
{
σo2pj (ri), if yi = j
0, otherwise
(4)
with σo2pj (ri) the classifier score for class j, and ri the feature vector for superpixel i.
Bias: We use a simple bias for the background to encode the fact that it is the class
that appears more frequently. Learning a weight for this bias is equivalent to learning a
threshold for the foreground, however within the full model. Thus:
φbias(yi) =
{
1, if yi = 1
0, otherwise (5)
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Similarity: In CRFs, neighboring superpixels are typically connected via a (contrast-
sensitive) Potts model encouraging smoothness of the labels. For clothing parsing, we
want these connections to act on a longer range. That is, a jacket is typically split in
multiple disconnected segments due to a T-shirt, tie, and/or a bag. Our goal is to en-
courage superpixels that are similar in appearance to agree on the label, even though
they may not be neighbors in the image.
We follow [28] and use size similarity, fit similarity that measures how well two
superpixels fit each other; and color and texture similarity, with the total of 12 similarity
features between each pair of superpixels. We then train a logistic regression to predict if
two superpixels should have the same label or not. In order to avoid setting connections
on the background, we only connect superpixels that overlap with the bounding box
of the 2D pose detection. Note that connecting all pairs of similar superpixels would
slow down inference considerably. To alleviate this problem, we compute the minimum
spanning tree using the similarity matrix and use the top 10 edges to connect 10 pairs of
superpixels in each image. We form a pairwise potential between each connected pair:
φsimilm,n (ym, yn) =
{
σsimilm,n , if ym = yn
0, otherwise
(6)
where σsimilm,n is the output of the similarity classifier.
Limb Segment Bias: We use a per-class bias on each limb segment to capture a loca-
tion specific bias, e.g., hat only appears in the head:
φbiasp,j (lp) =
{
1, if lp = j
0, otherwise (7)
These potentials allow us to compute which classes are more frequent in each limb.
Compatibility Segmentation-Limbs: We define potentials connecting limb segments
with nearby superpixels encouraging them to agree in their labels. Towards this goal,
we first define a Gaussian mask centered between two joints. More formally, for two
consecutive joints with coordinates Ja = (ua, va) and Jb = (ub, vb), we define the
mask based on the following Normal distribution:
M(Ja, Jb) = N
(
Ja + Jb
2
, R
(
q1‖Ja − Jb‖ 0
0 q2
)
RT
)
(8)
where R is a 2D rotation matrix with an angle arctan(ua−ubva−vb ), and q1 and q2 are two
hyperparameters controlling the spread of the mask longitudinally and transversely, re-
spectively. The strength of the connection is based on the overlap between the super-
pixels and the Gaussian mask:
φcompi,p (yi, lp) =
{
M(Ja, Jb) · Si, if yi 6= 1 and yi = kp
0, otherwise (9)
For computational efficiency, edges with connection strengths below a threshold are not
set in the model. Some examples of the limb segment masks are shown in Fig. 3. We can
see the masks fit the body tightly to avoid overlapping with background superpixels.
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Fig. 5: Inverse of the Leacock-Chodorow Similarity between the classes in the Fashion-
ista dataset. We display the similarity matrix between all the classes on the left. Some
individual values of the similarity between the jumper class and several other classes
can be seen on the right.
Full Model: We define the energy of the full model to be the sum of three types of
energies encoding unary and pairwise potentials that depend on the superpixel labeling,
as well as an energy term linking the limb segments and the superpixels:
E(y, l) = Eunary(y) + Esimilarity(y) + Elimbs(y, l) (10)
This energy is maximized during inference. The unary terms are formed by the concate-
nation of appearance features, figure/ground segmentation, clothelets, shape features
and background bias for a total of K = (1 + 5C) features
Eunary(y) =
N∑
i=1
K∑
j=1
wunariesj φ
unary
i,j (yi) (11)
where N is the number of superpixels. The pairwise features encode the similarity
between different pairs of superpixels as we describe above
Esimilarity(y) =
∑
(m,n)∈pairs
wsimilφsimilm,n (ym, yn) (12)
The limb-superpixel compatibility term is defined as
Elimbs(y, l) =
M∑
p=1
 C∑
j=1
(
wbiasj φ
bias
p,j (lp) +
N∑
i=1
wcompj,p φ
comp(yi, lp)
) (13)
for a total of (M + C) features, with M the number of limb segments.
3.2 Learning and Inference
Our model is a multi-label CRF which contains cycles and thus inference is NP-hard.
We use a message passing algorithm, distributed convex belief propagation [29] to per-
form inference. It belongs to the set of LP-relaxation approaches, and has convergence
guarantees. This is not the case in other message passing algorithms such as loopy-BP.
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Table 2: Comparison against the state-of-the-art on two different datasets: Fashionista
v0.2 with 56 classes and Fashionista v0.3 with 29 classes.
29 Classes 56 Classes
Method [1] Ours [1] [13] Ours
Jaccard index 12.32 20.52 7.22 9.22 12.28
To learn the weights, we use the primal-dual method of [30] (we use the implemen-
tation of [31]), shown to be more efficient than other structure prediction learning algo-
rithms. As loss-function, we use the semantic similarity between the different classes
in order to penalize mistakes between unrelated classes more than similar ones. We do
this via Wordnet [32], which is a large lexical database in which sets of cognitive syn-
onyms (synsets) are interlinked by means of semantic and lexical relationships. We can
unambiguously identify each of the classes with a single synset, and then proceed to
calculate similarity scores between these synsets that represent the semantic similarity
between the classes, in order to penalize mistakes with dissimilar classes more.
In particular, we choose the corpus-independent Leacock-Chodorow Similarity score.
This score takes into account the shortest path length p between both synsets and the
maximum depth of the taxonomy d at which they occur. It is defined as the relationship
− log(p/2d). A visualization of the dissimilarity between all the classes in the dataset
can be seen in Fig. 5. We therefore define the loss-function as:
∆y(yi, y
∗
i ) =
{
0, if yi = y∗i
dlch(yi, y
∗
i ), otherwise
(14)
with dlch(·, ·) being the inverse Leacock-Chodorow Similarity score between both classes.
For the limb segments we use a 0-1 loss:
∆k(ki, k
∗
i ) =
{
0, if ki = k∗i
1, otherwise (15)
4 Experimental Evaluation
We evaluate our approach on both a the Fashionista dataset v0.3 [1], and the setting
of [13] with the Fashionista dataset v0.2. Both datasets are taken from http://www.
chictopia.com in which a single person appears wearing a diverse set of garments.
The dataset provides both annotated superpixels as well as 2D pose annotations. A set of
evaluation metrics and the full source code of approaches [1,13] are provided. Version
0.2 has 685 images and v0.3 has 700 images. Note that v0.3 is not a superset of v0.2.
We have modified the Fashionista v0.3 dataset in two ways. First we have com-
pressed the original 54 classes into 29. This is due to the fact that many classes that
appear have very few occurrences. In fact, in the original dataset, 13 classes have 10
or fewer examples and 6 classes have 3 or fewer instances. This means that when per-
forming a random split of the samples into training and test subsets, there is a high
probability that some classes will only appear in one of the subsets. We therefore com-
press the classes by considering both semantic similarity and the number of instances.
The final classes in this setting can be seen in the supplemental material of this paper.
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Fig. 6: Confusion matrix for our approach on the Fashionista v0.3 dataset.
Table 3: Evaluation on foreground segmentation task on the Fashionista v0.2 dataset.
Method CPMC [27] [1] Clothelets [13] Ours
Pixel Accuracy - 77.98 77.09 84.68 84.88
Person/Bck. Accuracy 85.39 93.79 94.77 95.79 97.37
For evaluation on Fashionista v0.3 we consider a random 50-50 train-test split. As
previously stated, we do not have information about which classes are present in the
scene. We employ the publicly available code of [1] as the baseline. We evaluate on
Fashionista v0.2 according to the methodology in [13]. This consists of a split with 456
images for training and 229 images for testing. Note that [13] uses 339,797 additional
weakly labeled images from the Paper doll dataset for training, which we do not use.
Following PASCAL VOC, we report the average class intersection over union (Jac-
card index). This metric is the most similar to human perception as it considers all
true positives, true negatives and false positives. It is nowadays a standard measure to
evaluate segmentation and detection [33,34,35].
Comparison to State-of-the-Art: We compare our approach against [1,13]. The ap-
proach of [1] uses a CRF with very simple features. We adapt the code to run in the
setting in which the labels that appear in the image are not known a priori. Note also
that [13] uses a look-up approach on a separate dataset to parse the query images. The
results of the comparison can be seen in Table 2. Note that our approach consistently
outperforms both competing methods on both datasets, even though [13] uses 339,797
additional images for training. We roughly obtain a 60% relative improvement on Jac-
card index metric with respect to [1] and a 30% improvement over [13]. The full con-
fusion matrix of our method can be seen in Fig. 6. We can identify several classes that
have large appearance variation and similar positions that get easily confused, such as
Footwear with Shoes and Jeans with Pants.
Foreground Segmentation: We also evaluate person-background segmentation re-
sults. Note that the binary segmentation in our model is obtained by putting all fore-
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Table 4: Influence of pose. We compare against the state-of-the-art in three different
scenarios: estimated 2D pose, ground truth 2D pose and no pose information at all.
Method 29 Classes 56 Classes
[1]
Estimated 12.32 7.22
GT Pose 12.39 7.41
No Pose 10.54 5.22
Ours
Estimated 20.52 12.28
GT Pose 21.01 12.46
No Pose 16.56 9.64
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Fig. 7: Per class results for our model using Jaccard index metric on Fashionista v0.3.
ground garment classes to the person class. In Table 3, we show results for both pixel ac-
curacy considering all the different classes, and the two class case of foreground/background
segmentation accuracy. We see that the best results are obtained by the approaches rea-
soning jointly about the person and clothing. Our approach outperforms the baseline
CPMC [27] by 12%, and achieves a 4% over [1] and 2% over [13].
Pose Influence: We next investigate the importance of having an accurate pose esti-
mate. Towards this goal, we analyze three different scenarios. In the first one, the pose is
estimated by [17]. The second case uses the ground-truth pose, while the last one does
not use pose information at all. As shown in Table 4, the poses in this dataset are not
very complex as performance does not increase greatly when using ground truth instead
of estimated pose. However, without pose information, performance drops 20%. This
shows that our model is truly pose-aware. A breakdown of the effect of pose on all the
classes is shown in Fig. 7. Some classes like hat, belt or boots benefit greatly from pose
information while others like shorts, tights or skin do not really change.
Oracle Performance: Unlike [1], we do not use the fine level superpixels, but instead
use coarser superpixels to speed up learning and inference. Table 5 shows that using
coarser superpixels lowers the maximum achievable performance. However, by hav-
ing larger areas, the local features become more discriminative. We also note that the
dataset [1] was annotated by labeling the finer superpixels. As some superpixels do not
follow boundaries well, the ground truth contains a large number of errors. We did not
correct those, and stuck with the original annotations.
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Table 5: Oracle performance for different of superpixels for the Fashionista v0.3 dataset.
Threshold 0.16 0.10 0.05
Mean superpixels/image 50 120 290
Jaccard index 69.44 83.07 100
Table 6: Different results using only unary potentials in our model.
Method Simple features [1] Clothelets eSIFT [27] eMSIFT [27]
29 Classes 13.80 8.91 16.65 13.65
56 Classes 7.93 3.02 9.29 7.80
Table 7: Importance of the different potentials in our model in the 56 class setting.
Method Jaccard index
Full Model 12.28
No similarity (φsimilm,n (ym, yn)) 11.64
No limb segments (φcompi,p (yi, lp)) 12.24
No simple features (φsimplei,j (yi)) 10.07
No clothelets (φclothi,j (yi)) 11.94
No object mask (φobji,j (yi)) 10.02
No eSIFT (φo2p(eSIFT )i,j (yi)) 10.70
No eMSIFT (φo2p(eMSIFT )i,j (yi)) 12.25
Importance of the Features: We also evaluate the influence of every potential in our
model in Table 6. The eSIFT features obtain the best results under the Jaccard index
metric. The high performance of eSIFT can be explained by the fact that it also takes
into account the super pixel’s background, thus capturing local context of garments.
This feature alone surpasses the simple features from [1] despite that it does not use pose
information. By combining all the features we are able to improve the results greatly.
We show some qualitative examples of the different feature activations in Fig. 8. We
also evaluate the model in a leave-one-out fashion. That is, for each unary we evaluate
the rest of the unaries in the model without it. Results are shown in Table 7.
Qualitative Results: We show qualitative results for both our approach and the current
state-of-the-art in Fig. 9. We can see a visible improvement over [1], especially on per-
son/bckgr classification due to the strength of the proposed clothelets and person masks
which in combination give strong cues on person segmentation. There are also several
failure cases of our algorithm. One of the main failure cases is a breakdown of the su-
perpixels caused by clothing texture. An excess of texture leads to an oversegmentation
where the individual superpixels are no longer discriminative enough to individually
identify (Fig. 9-bottom-left), while too much similarity with the background leads to
very large superpixels that mix foreground and background. Additionally it can be seen
that failures in pose detection can lead to missed limbs (Fig. 9-bottom-right).
Computation Time: Our full model takes several hours to train and roughly 20 min-
utes to evaluate on the full test set (excluding feature computation), on a single machine.
On the same machine [1] takes more than twice the time for inference. Additionally, [1]
uses grid-search for training, which does not scale to a large amount of weights, that
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Input Truth Person Mask [27] eSIFT Similarity Features [1] Full Model
Fig. 8: We show various feature activations for example images. For similarity we dis-
play the connections between the superpixels. While both the features from [1] and
eSIFT provide decent segmentation results, they have poorly defined boundaries. These
are corrected via person masks [27] and clothelets. Further corrections are obtained by
pairwise potentials such as symmetry and similarity. These results highlight the impor-
tance of combining complementary features. For class colors we refer to Fig. 9.
as we have shown, are able to provide an increase in performance. Even with only 2
weights, [1] is several times slower to train than our model. Furthermore, [13] reports a
training time of several days in a distributed environment.
5 Conclusions
We have tackled the challenging problem of clothing parsing. We have shown that our
approach is able to obtain a large improvement over the state-of-the-art in the challeng-
ing Fashionista dataset by exploiting appearance, figure/ground segmentation, shape
and location priors for each garment as well as similarity between segments and symme-
tries between different human body parts. Despite these promising results, we believe
much can still be done to improve. For example, one of the most occurring mistakes
are missing glasses or other small garments. We believe a multi-resolution approach is
needed to handle the diversity of garment classes. Additionally, we believe that using
3D pose instead of 2D, e.g [36], would be beneficial to handle self-occlusions better.
Acknowledgements. This work has been partially funded by Spanish Ministry of Econ-
omy and Competitiveness under projects PAU+ DPI2011-27510 and ERA-Net Chistera
project ViSen PCIN-2013-047.
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Input Truth [1] Ours Input Truth [1] Ours
background glasses footwear boots hat shirt jacket
hair jeans shorts tights accessories shoes purse
skin sweater vest leggings skirt belt dress
misc garments socks bag upper body top blouse pants
stockings
Fig. 9: Results on Fashionista v0.2 with 29 classes, comparing our approach with the
state-of-the-art. In the top four rows we show good results obtained by our model. In the
bottom two rows we show failure cases that are in general caused by 2D pose estimation
failure, superpixel failures or chain failures of too many potentials.
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